THE NEUROAFFECTIVE COMPASSES
THE PREFRONTAL COMPASS
rationalization
and structuring;
causal explanations
for not doing things
that leave out
feelings and
sensations

Impulse
inhibition

stuck in shame
and guilt;
punitive inner
‘judge’; always
finding fault

High reflective
capacity

reflected and
empathic delay
of gratification

reflected
and empathic
volitional act

simplistic inner
prohibitions;
‘don’t do that!’

simplistic inner
commands;
‘time to get
started!’

Low reflective
capacity

Egocentric
engagement

absorbed
with my own
negativity or
pain; expect
that no-one
can help me

Positive
valence

expect
the contact
to be pleasant;
expect my needs
to be satisfied

expect the
other person to
express pleasure,
satisfaction
and positivity

expect the other
person to be able to
help me with
my pain or
negativity

expect the other
person to express
negativity or pain

Negative
valence

High reflective
capacity

rationalization
and structuring;
causal explanations
for doing things
that leave out
feelings and
sensations
Impulse inhibition

Impulse activation

Impulse
activation

slave-driver
constantly demanding
more effort;
obsessivecompulsive
thoughts and
behaviours

THE LIMBIC COMPASS
absorbed with
myself, my
rights and my
praiseworthiness; expect
my needs to
be satisfied

Mental processes
in the prefrontal
compass

Low reflective
capacity

Emotional Experiences
and Expectations in
the Limbic Compass

Positive
valence

absorbed with
mindlessly pleasing
the other; expect the
other person to
feel complete
satisfaction and
pleasure
Egocentric engagement

Altercentric engagement

Altercentric
engagement

absorbed with
the other
person’s
negativity or
pain; expect to
be overwhelmed
by it

THE AUTONOMIC COMPASS

Negative
valence

Energy states and
body reactions in
the autonomic
compass

Active

Arousalreguleringsakse
Arousal regulation axis
Active
fight,
flight,
hypervigilance,
tend-andbefriend
Hedonic tone axis
Displeasure

helplessness,
submission,
sustained
freeze,
anaclitic
depression

brief alarm
response or
hyperactivity,
defensive response,
withdrawal,
disarming smile

exaltation,
mania
curiosity,
vitality,
engagement,
excitement,
mirroring

Displeasure

Pleasure

Pleasure
low energy,
passivity,
brief freeze
or numbness

relaxation,
rest,
urge to cuddle

calm,
pleasant trance
states,
extreme
daydreaming,
narcolepsy

Passive

Passive
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